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Abstract. The growing interest toward renewable energies and alternative energy
sources has led to the development of an increasingly complex district energy
landscape with multiple agents and systems. In this new prospect, some
frameworks such as USEF [1] or holonic multi-agent systems [2] propose new
approaches, where, in the way of a Virtual Organisation Breeding Environment
(VOBE) [3], diverse organizations cooperate on a long-term basis to run an
energy system. This study focuses on the THERMOSS project, an EU-funded
project that investigates the efficient operation of district heating and cooling
networks, and demonstrates that such organisation can be integrated into the
Collaborative Networks (CNs) paradigm. Additionally, a semantic approach is
briefly introduced as a mean to support and improve data transfer and
communication between the different entities of THERMOSS as a CN.
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1

Introduction

Energy systems are changing with the current drive to reduce carbon emission from
fossil fuelled energy sources. Indeed, energy planning is moving from centralized
infrastructures to distributed systems where multiple renewable sources are integrated
[1]. In this prospect, district heating systems are on the rise and a new management
paradigm is emerging where network flexibility is key [4]. Demand-side management
and demand-response approaches are deployed to fulfil multi-objective optimisation on
energy cost, peak demand shaving, supply-demand matching and promote the use of
renewable energy sources[4]. Such an approach relies on high-quality and extensive
data, often in real or near-real time, placing data and information exchange at the core
of the system[1]. The field is indeed moving toward a holistic and ICT (Information
and communications technology) driven management of interdisciplinary and multiagent systems and falls within the smart city movement[5]. Various parties pursuing a
common purpose and leveraging a cyber-physical infrastructure make energy planning
a form of collaborative network [3] (CN). Within a CN, autonomous, geographically
distributed, and heterogeneous entities join complementary sets of skills in order to
achieve a common goal that would be difficult or costly with an individual approach
[3]. Consequently, information exchange and interoperability between CN parties and
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software are prerequisites of an efficient implementation [2]. Some argue that
heterogeneous data and communication protocols can be supported by semantic models
[2], [5], [6] This paper presents the THERMOSS project as a collaborative network for
smart district heating and cooling and introduces a semantic-driven approach for
flexibility management of district heating and cooling. In a first part, the collaborative
networks principles will be exposed and the new energy system paradigm will be
described. THERMOSS will then be introduced and compared against collaborative
networks theory. Ontology based systems are believed to be useful for the creation of
a workable knowledge base for CNs [7]. Therefore, the ongoing efforts for the
development of ontological data modelling are presented in a second part.
Interoperability challenges will be introduced along with the ontologies considered to
solve the issue within THERMOSS. Finally, the article will conclude on the benefits of
such an approach as well as the future intended work in THERMOSS for its
implementation.

2

Energy System as a Collaborative Network

In terms of organisation, certain complex systems would benefit from the added value
of diverse entities that are not hold under the same well defined structure. This type of
organisational structure has been theorised and formalised in the early 2000 by
Camarinha-Matos and Afsarmanesh [8] as Collaborative Networks (CNs).
Collaborative Networks are defined as a
“variety of entities (e.g., organizations and people) that are largely
autonomous, geographically distributed, and heterogeneous in terms of
their: operating environment, culture, social capital, and goals that
collaborate to better achieve common or compatible goals, and whose
interactions are supported by computer network'' [3].
The collaboration can take different forms depending on the duration, purposes, type
of product and entities involved. Branches of CNs include[8]: virtual enterprise that is
an alliance of enterprises formed to answer a business opportunity and communicate
over computer network; virtual organisation that is in principle similar to virtual
enterprises with the inclusion of non-profit organisation; virtual organisation breeding
environment that is a virtual organisation relying on a “base” long-term cooperation
agreement and interoperable infrastructure; e-science that coordinates resource-sharing
and collaboration over a body of science; and a virtual laboratory that is a subset of escience where the different research centres work together to solve a particular problem.
In a context where production is increasingly efficient and competitive, CNs are
believed to achieve concurrency in operations, improve the workforce performance,
effectively disseminate domain knowledge, reduce environmental impact, fast respond
to needs and opportunities and be more innovative [7], [9]. Moreover, the growth in
information and communication technologies (ICTs) supports the implementation of
CNs by enabling distributed and heterogeneous systems and agents to share and
communicate seamlessly [10]. CNs have already been considered in various areas such
as:
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−
−
−
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manufacturing for adaptive and responsive production [11];
construction to better manage and coordinate large projects [12];
energy provider for flexible and sustainable energy provision [13], [14].

The latter is particularly interesting in the current climate within the energy domain.
Indeed, the energy system paradigm is changing due to the integration of distributed
energy resources. It is moving from a centralized scheme where energy suppliers ensure
the provision of energy from their own power plants to their end users, toward a
distributed, bidirectional energy generation and distribution [1]. This new paradigm
includes key aspects such as the integration of renewables, demand response, flexibility
to reduce peak loads, system reliability, user becoming prosumers [15] etc. New
stakeholder roles have appeared such as:
−
−
−
−
−

suppliers, balance responsible parties and producers that need to ensure
demand response and flexibility;
distribution network operators and distribution system operators that must
maintain network stability over peak loads and provide insightful information
via the integration of smart meters;
transmission system operators that must ensure energy flow balance against
intermittent energy sources;
prosumers that are partly producer and consumer and fully aware of the market
and environmental concerns;
aggregators and energy service companies that cumulate resource flexibility
for a more reliable market and provide various energy related services such as
maintenance or information services [1].

In this new prospect, initiatives have already been developed for the creation of
distributed energy resources and its optimisation. An analogue situation can be
observed in the heating and cooling sector where smart thermal grids are increasingly
considered. This approach includes large scale and distributed renewable sources with
well insulated distribution network, low temperature heat carrier and intelligent control
and metering along with storage units that ensure cost effective and environmentally
friendly energy supply [16]. THERMOSS is a European funded project that implements
such innovative energy solutions for district heating and cooling (DHC) along with two
decision support tools for a successful integration and optimisation: a sizing toolbox to
facilitate DHC technology selection and integration; and an optimisation platform to
control distributed energy resources and match need with demand. This study will focus
on the latter.
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Figure 1 THERMOSS SysML structure diagram: physical, digital entities and social entities.
Figure 1 shows THERMOSS structure diagram with a focus on the optimisation process.

The different actors of the project are presented in the Social Agents group where their
main contribution are allocated, namely optimisation developer, energy source
provider, building and district manager and optimisation services provider. A colour
code associates those contributions to physical and digital entities within the project.
Additionally, the diagram presents the relationships between entities.
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Figure 2 THERMOSS SysML requirement diagram
Figure 2 shows the requirements that the project must fulfil collaboratively. This

diagram formalized the economic, environmental and technical requirements that the
project must fulfil and how they are linked together. According to the diagrams, on
many aspects the THERMOSS project can be assimilated to a CN. Indeed, various
entities are working together on the operation of a system that combines multiple
domains for the completion of environmental, economic and technical objectives.
Entities and requirements interconnections demonstrate the system dependencies and
introduced a need for a collaborative approach. Table 1 refers to the 2016’s CamarinhaMatos article [17] and shows how the THERMOSS project covers most aspects of a
``collaborative smart grid''.
A preliminary study is currently ongoing for the creation of a semantic repository of
the different sites components. This semantic model will support ontology-based data
access [18], i.e the access and transmission of time-dependent sensor/actuator data to
the fault detection module and the district heating and cooling optimisation modules,
using semantic queries (SPARQL). Those two modules being managed by independent
actors, this common model will help in a seamless communication. For example, the
optimisation module can avoid the integration of faulty data by accessing output data
shared by the fault detection module over the semantic repository.
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Table 1 CN within THERMOSS (Sources for collaboration forms [17])
Catergories

Collaboration forms

Motivation

Value added
services

Virtual organizations
for service provision
or long-term strategic
networks/VO
breeding
environments
Collaborative
coalitions or virtual
power plants
Consortia of
customers often
relying on existing
social network
Dynamic consortia of
consumers (a kind of
collaborative cyberphysical system)
Goal oriented
consortia

Providing services for energy
cost and emissions reduction.

Energy market
Customer
engagement and
behaviour
change
Social smart
grid
Energy
management

Infrastructure

Policy and
roadmaps

3

THERMOS
S coverage

✓

THERMOSS element
Optimisation services via
the provision of
optimisation platform and
its algorithms

Smoothing peak demand via
monetary incentives
Raising consumer awareness
toward energy problematics to
facilitate peak shaving
Dynamic monitoring for
effective demand response
and cost reduction
Optimisation of energy
demand-response and peak
shaving.

Long-term networks
of (smart) cyberphysical components,
with self-organizing
capabilities

Maintain and operate resilient,
safe, and self-healing
infrastructures

Long-term strategic
networks and goaloriented virtual
organizations

Ease collaboration between
industry involved in energy
infrastructure among them
as well as customer.

✓

✓

✓

Implementation of smart
sensors that indirectly
represent consumers.
Demand-Response and
peak shaving optimisation
with
advanced control
techniques for storing heat
in the network.
Energy sources providers,
district & building
managers and ICTs
operators jointly work on
the implementation and
maintenance of the
infrastructures.

Semantics for Interoperability within THERMOSS

Interoperability is pivotal for collaborative networks, at a superstructural level, to
homogenise information flows between heterogeneous organisations [19], but also, at
an infrastructural level, to benefit from new cloud-based services [20]. More
specifically, unifying semantic understanding throughout a collaborative network is
key to overcome conceptual barriers, not only at the ICT level [10], but also at a higher
level of abstraction [21], [22].
Ontologies are instrumental not only in:
− consolidating inter-enterprise knowledge [11];
−
driving the design of services in lign with the Service Oriented Architecture
paradigm [10]
−
overarching heterogeneous data structures [23];
−
but also, as exemplified in this paper, reconciling the semantics of multiple
operational support tools (e.g. simulations, optimisation algorithms).
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A key outcome of THERMOSS is the development of an optimisation platform and
control system to balance energy supply within the heating network. The optimisation
relies on data acquisition from sensors and control over actuators. There is therefore a
need for the semantic representation of sensors and their readings as well as the
different entities involved in data exchange and actuators. THERMOSS is currently
investigating two ontologies as potential semantic basis:
− W3C Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) an OWL 2 ontology that defines
capabilities and properties of sensors, their readings and the sensing process
[24]. Based on the Dolce Ultra-Lite ontology (DUL), an upper level ontology,
SSN and its core ontology SOSA (Sensor, Observation, Sample, and Actuator)
are an extended version of the Observations & Measurements ontology [25]
including sensors and their relationships. Physical sensors can be represented as
Sensing Device that makes some Observation. An Observation is then link to an
Observed Property (e.g. temperature) and a Feature of interest (e.g. air in the
room 237). The output and its value are then represented by the Sensor Output
and Observation Value classes. Additional classes allow the description of
sensors networks (e.g. parent/child sensor relationships) and sensing processes
(e.g. calculation method). Finally, even though locations, units, sensor hierarchy
types were not included, they can be easily integrated via cross ontology
object/data properties [26]. Several projects are currently using the ontology for
application specific purposes [27]–[29].
− Smart Appliances Reference Ontology (SAREF) developed for semantic
representation of smart appliances, including extensions for building and energy
appliances. In SAREF, devices have a central role, being defined as ``tangible
object designed to accomplish a particular task in households, common public
buildings or offices. In order to accomplish this task, the device performs one or
more functions''[30]. Therefore, a temperature sensor is a device that is defined
by its function “sensing” of “temperature” (saref:SensorType). Additionally, the
device is related to a room or space (saref:BuildingSpace). Finally, profiles are
associated to devices and can be used for the optimisation of some properties
such as energy for instance.
SAREF and SSN/SOSA differ in philosophy. While SSN remains abstract and can
potentially describe any type of observation, SAREF is more industry oriented with
concrete devices that serve well defined purposes. Semantic overlaps exist between the
two ontologies such as saref:Sensor and saref:Meter are subclasses sosa:Sensor,
saref:Actuator and saref:Switch are subclasses of sosa:Actuator or that
saref:BuildingSpace can be seen as a subclass of sosa:Platform etc.
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Conclusion and Future Work

Changing energy systems require changing organisational structures. Collaborative
networks are believed to help in the establishment of virtual organisations in the energy
sector where numerous entities from different domains collaborate to achieve a
common goal. The EU funded THERMOSS project takes part in on-going efforts for
the integration and management of renewable district heating and cooling heat sources.
Focusing on the optimisation process within the project and supported by the literature,
this paper has considered THERMOSS from the viewpoint of collaborative networks.
Consequently, a key pre-requisite for THERMOSS as a collaborative network for
energy balance optimisation is an efficient information exchange across domain and
organisations. In this prospect, a semantic approach is considered with the use of a
common ontology. Two ontologies have been addressed, the Semantic Sensor Network
(SOSA/SSN) and the Smart Appliances Reference Ontology (SAREF) that have
distinct approaches on the semantic representation of sensor networks within an urban
environment and their readings. Future work would require the participation of the
different partners of the project in a consultation through interviews and questionnaire.
This iterative and participative process would then constitute a knowledge base across
domains with relevant terminologies and identifies the overlaps with the existing
ontologies. A more detailed methodology can be found in [5].
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